Mountain Trip Packing List
Pack light! And bring your 2 or 3 questions you're taking to the mountain. We're all getting out of our
comfort zones and heading to God's creation.
Your Packing List
You'll need everything on it and NOTHING not on it. You're going to carry all of this plus your share of
food up steep terrain to nearly 14,000 feet. Less is more. Men. Less is more. Trust me. Clothes are
weather specific. It is better to bring layers of warm clothes and not need them than to not have them
and it will be cold, especially at night. It is fine to hike and rappel in shorts, but you may get a few
scratches. There should NOT be any COTTON in your bags.
- Travel clothes for trip up
- 2 pair hiking pants/shorts
- 2 athletic/performance shirts NON cotton, (driwear, tech shirt, Under Armor type)
- Bible, Pen & Journal
- Bedroll to sleep on
- Towel
- Toiletries (toothbrush, toothpaste, soap, shampoo, ect.)
- Sunscreen
- 2 Large water bottles- a liter size Aquafina type bottle is fine, something that holds water and can be
refilled, Camelbacks are recommended. Must have capacity for ½ Gallon of water
- Rain gear (Waterproof, breathable, hardshell 2 piece suit similar to Marmot Precip or Red Ledge
Thunderlight).
- A warm but lite weight coat fleece pullover or zipup for evenings ( it will be cold)
- Sturdy pair of mid-weight hiking boots.
- Base layer (long johns) not cotton
- Wool hiking socks 2 pair, and nylon liner socks 2 pair.
- Bug Spray
- Reusable cup or mug
- Sandals/flip flops for wearing around camp
- 3 or 4 gallon size ziplock baggies
- Sunglasses
- Leather or full finger gloves for rappelling
// Optional Upgrades //
- Flashlight: A head lamp will be provided for you, but it’s always good to have extra light sources.
- Snacks - Some snacks will be provided, but bring extras if you like.
- Camera
- Trekking poles
- Hiking pants with zip-off legs that make shorts
- Performance underwear
- Fly rod/Fishing Rod & fly lures: breakdown for hiking (Camping next to mountain lake)
- One or two day fishing license https://onlinesales.wildlife.state.nm.us/ If you plan on fishing.

